
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Draw---        Join us in drawing everyday in May. Start on May 1
st
 and draw 

1. A window       one item on the list every day in May until you finish on May 31
st
 with  

2. A knife or blade      number 31. Don’t stress if you miss a day - just go on to the next one and 

3. An umbrella       catch up if you can. It is OK to combine a few, or to jump around if it  

4. Your thumb       suits…but the ideal is to do the right one on the day like everyone else… 

5. Something representing a favorite hobby    and most importantly to have fun!! 
6. Something handed down to you or a family relic 

7. A microwave oven      To join the online Flickr group, upload you sketches and see everyone  

8. Something with a mirror image     else’s sketches, go to this address on flickr.com 

9. A shadow        https://www.flickr.com/groups/edmeverydayinmay2011/  and Join This Group 

10. Something  that’s  cracked                                                                   Yes, the URL still says 2011, but the group name has changed to  

11. Something interesting you saw on a blog or the internet  encompass 2014 and future years.  
12. A shelf or mantel and something that sits on it 

13. Something that has a shell, or a seashell 

14. A glass of juice 

15. A cookie 

16. A stapler       

17. A soap dish or jar of hand soap 

18. Something that needs to be polished 

19. A rope 

20. A fork 

21. A close-up part of something 

22. A remote control 

23. A fan 

24. Something you’ve always wanted 

25. A cat 

26. A park bench or other outside bench 

27. Something dangerous 

28. A truck 

29. Something that is your favorite color  

30. Something you bought while on a trip 

31. Some paper money 
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